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Shear thickening in dense particulate suspensions was recently
proposed to be driven by the activation of friction above an onset
stress needed to overcome repulsive forces between particles.
Testing this scenario represents a major challenge because classi-
cal rheological approaches do not provide access to the frictional
properties of suspensions. Here we adopt a different strategy
inspired by pressure-imposed configurations in granular flows
that specifically gives access to this information. By investigat-
ing the quasi-static avalanche angle, compaction, and dilatancy
effects in different nonbuoyant suspensions flowing under grav-
ity, we demonstrate that particles in shear-thickening suspensions
are frictionless under low confining pressure. Moreover, we show
that tuning the range of the repulsive force below the particle
roughness suppresses the frictionless state and also the shear-
thickening behavior of the suspension. These results, which link
microscopic contact physics to the suspension macroscopic rheol-
ogy, provide direct evidence that the recent frictional transition
scenario applies in real suspensions.
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D iscontinuous shear thickening occurs in suspensions whose
viscosity dramatically increases, sometimes by several

orders of magnitude, when the imposed shear rate exceeds a crit-
ical value (1). The archetype of such suspensions is cornstarch
immersed in water. When sheared vigorously or under impact,
these fluids suddenly turn into solids (2). Such remarkable prop-
erties play a key role in the flowing behavior of modern concrete
(3) and have motivated applications ranging from soft-body pro-
tections to sports equipment (4). They also offer promising per-
spectives for the design of smart fluids with tunable rheology (5).
However, the potential realm of development and applications
remains largely underexplored due to the lack of understanding
of this transition (6).

This situation has improved very recently due to new theo-
retical and numerical works (7, 8). Because non-Brownian sus-
pensions of hard frictional particles immersed in a viscous fluid
are Newtonian, as imposed by dimensional analysis (8–10), the
key idea of these studies is to add a short-range repulsive force
between particles in addition to hydrodynamics and contact
forces. This repulsive force can, for instance, stem from electro-
static charges or from a specific coating of polymers on the sur-
face of the particle (11). At small shear rate (or small stress),
the repulsive force prevents the grains from coming into con-
tact; the suspension thus flows easily as if particles were fric-
tionless. In the remainder of this paper, this state is referred
to as frictionless. The viscosity of such a frictionless suspen-
sion would diverge at random close packing, whose volume frac-
tion is φrcp = 0.64 for monodisperse spheres. Conversely, at large
shear rate (or large stress), the repulsive force is overcome by
the hydrodynamic forces and particles are therefore pressed
into frictional contacts. The viscosity of such a suspension of
frictional particles instead diverges at a lower critical volume
fraction φc <φrcp, with typically φc ' 0.58 for monodisperse fric-
tional spheres (9, 10, 12). In essence, the frictional transition
described above brings the suspension closer to its jamming

point: This critical volume fraction shift suddenly increases its
apparent viscosity.

This scenario has been successfully tested and analyzed in dis-
crete numerical simulations performed for non-Brownian (7, 10)
and Brownian (13) suspensions. Supporting results are also pro-
vided by recent experimental investigations. For instance, stan-
dard rheological measurements were performed on suspensions
of small poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) particles sterically
stabilized by a coating of poly-12-hydroxystearic acid (14). The
suspension was indeed found to follow two separate viscosity
curves with distinct critical volume fractions, depending on what
shear rate was applied. A similar suspension was investigated
under shear reversal (15), during which the viscosity first drops
to a low value set by hydrodynamic interactions before increasing
to a plateau dominated by contact interactions (16). As expected
in such a framework, only the contact contribution to the vis-
cosity increases with increasing shear rate, confirming the key
role of contacts in shear-thickening suspensions. Another study
reported that in shear-thickening suspensions, the first normal
stress difference changes sign at the transition (17). This behav-
ior was interpreted as indicating the formation of frictional con-
tacts between particles, although this point is still a matter of
debate (10, 18).

These experimental findings are encouraging; however, they
also reflect a major difficulty in testing the frictional transition
put forward in the recent theoretical scenario. The standard rhe-
ological techniques used, performed under fixed volume frac-
tion, provide information about the suspension shear rate, shear
stress, and viscosity. However, they do not give access to the sus-
pension friction coefficient, which is here the key quantity one
needs to access. In this article, we propose a different approach
inspired by pressure-imposed experiments in granular flows (19),
which specifically provides access to the friction coefficient of the
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suspension. We first compare the quasi-static avalanche angle,
compaction, and dilatancy effects, in a standard Newtonian
suspension (large glass beads) and a typical shear-thickening
suspension (starch particles) flowing under gravity. This com-
parison reveals that particles in shear-thickening suspensions are
frictionless under low confining pressure. Then, to bridge micro-
scopic contact physics to the macroscopic rheology, we use a
model suspension (silica beads) where the short-range repulsive
force can be tuned. We find that this shear-thickening suspen-
sion, which has a frictionless state under low stress, no longer
shear thickens when its frictionless state is suppressed.

Results
Steady Avalanches. A simple way to probe the frictional behav-
ior of a suspension is to measure its quasi-static avalanche
angle in a rotating drum using nonbuoyant particles (20, 21).
For the sake of clarity, we compared the avalanche angle of a
standard Newtonian suspension made of large frictional glass
beads of diameter d = 500 µm (Fig. 1A, Left), to that of a typ-
ical shear-thickening suspension made of potato starch parti-
cles (d = 25 µm) immersed in water (Fig. 1A, Right). In both
cases, the particle density ρp is larger than that of the suspending
fluid ρf and the fluid viscosity ηf is chosen so that the Stokes
number St is low and inertial effects can be neglected (St =√
ρp∆ρgd3/18ηf ∼ 10−2 where ∆ρ= ρp − ρf and g stands for
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Fig. 1. Steady avalanches in (Left) Newtonian and (Right) shear thickening
suspensions. (A) Picture and rheograms (viscosity η vs. shear-rate γ̇) of (Left)
a Newtonian suspension of large glass beads (φ= 50%) and (Right) a shear-
thickening suspension of potato starch particles (φ= 40%). Rheograms were
obtained in the configuration shown, using density-matched suspensions.
(B, Center) Sketch of the rotating drum. Shown are pictures of a typical
steady avalanche for (B, Left) the glass beads immersed in a mixture of Ucon
oil and water and (B, Right) the potato starch immersed in water. (C) Angle
of avalanche θ vs. time for (Left) the glass beads and (Right) the potato
starch. (C, Insets) Steady-state avalanche angle θs vs. drum rotation speed ω
(see Materials and Methods for the detailed description of particles, fluids,
and experimental protocol).

gravity) (21). Both suspensions are placed within a rotating drum
as shown in the experimental setup illustrated in Fig. 1B, Center.
By imposing a slow and constant rotation speed ω, the nonbuoy-
ant grains at the surface of the pile flow under their own weight,
forming a steady avalanche of angle θ on top of a region experi-
encing a rigid rotation with the drum (20). In such a configura-
tion, the confining pressure acting on the flowing layer of grains
is P =φ∆ρgh cos θ, where h is the height of the flowing layer
and φ its volume fraction; the corresponding tangential stress
is τ =φ∆ρgh sin θ. In the steady state, the macroscopic friction
coefficient of the suspension µ is directly given by the avalanche
angle because by definition µ= τ/P = tan θ. The avalanche
angle θ thus provides access to the macroscopic friction coeffi-
cient of the suspension µ, which itself depends monotonically on
the particle friction coefficient µp (22). For frictional grains, the
macroscopic friction coefficient µ' 0.4 has only a weak depen-
dence on µp and yields a typical avalanche angle θ' 25◦ (21).
However, when the interparticle friction µp becomes very small
(below 0.1), the macroscopic friction µ sharply drops. However,
because of steric constraints, µ remains finite as µp→ 0. For fric-
tionless spherical particles (µp = 0), discrete simulations predict
a quasi-static macroscopic friction µ= 0.105, corresponding to
a nonzero avalanche angle θ= 5.76◦ (23). Therefore, measuring
the pile angle of steady avalanches constitutes a simple, yet deci-
sive way to probe the interparticle friction coefficient in suspen-
sions. Moreover, in this rotating drum configuration, the slope of
the avalanche is set by the flowing layer of grains that is located
near the free surface of the pile. For the low rotation speeds
investigated here, the thickness of the layer h is of the order of a
few particle diameters (h ∼ 10 d) (24). This means that the mea-
sure of the avalanche angle gives access to the frictional state of
the grains under very low confining pressure. Typically, for the
potato starch particles, the confining pressure within the flowing
layer is P ∼ 10φ∆ρgd ' 1 Pa.

For the Newtonian suspension of large glass beads, the ava-
lanche angle θ shows classical hysteretic fluctuations (20) around
a time-averaged angle θs ' 25◦ (picture in Fig. 1B, Left and data
in Fig. 1C, Left). This angle corresponds to a suspension friction
coefficient µ' 0.47, which is a usual value for frictional particles.
The striking result is that, under the same flowing conditions,
the shear-thickening suspension of potato starch particles yields
a much lower avalanche angle (picture in Fig. 1B, Right and data
in Fig. 1C, Right). The suspension can flow steadily with an angle
of avalanche as small as θs ' 8.5◦. This angle corresponds to a
suspension friction coefficient µ' 0.15, showing that the fric-
tion coefficient between particles is nearly vanishing. The sus-
pension friction coefficient (µ' 0.15) here is slightly larger than
the expected value for frictionless spheres (µ= 0.105) because
potato starch particles are prolate, which geometrically increases
the macroscopic friction coefficient (25, 26). Importantly, in the
range of drum rotation speeds ω investigated, the avalanche
angles reported here do not depend on ω (Fig. 1C, Left and Right
Insets). They thus characterize the frictional properties of the
suspension in its quasi-static regime, i.e., when the suspension
reaches its critical jamming state (9).

Compaction and Dilatancy. Another robust way to probe the fric-
tional behavior of a suspension is to investigate compaction and
dilatancy effects (21). The protocol is the following: Particles are
first suspended entirely within the drum before being allowed to
sediment (Fig. 2A). The sediment is then compacted by gently
hitting the drum with a rubber-head hammer Ntaps times. The
volume fraction φ of the sediment (the ratio of the particle vol-
ume to the total volume of the sediment) is measured through-
out this compaction process. Finally, the drum is quickly rotated
by a fixed angle θs + 10◦ above the steady-state avalanche angle,
to generate a transient avalanche whose angle θt is measured
vs. time.
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Fig. 2. Compaction and transient avalanches in (Left) Newtonian and
(Right) shear-thickening suspensions. (A) Sketch of the experimental pro-
tocol to study compaction and dilatancy effects. (B) Volume fraction of the
sediment φ vs. number of taps Ntaps (Left) for the large glass beads and
(Right) for the potato starch particles. (C) Angle of the transient avalanche
θt vs. time obtained for different initial compactions of the sediment (Left)
for the large glass beads and (Right) for the potato starch particles.

A conspicuous feature of frictional systems, such as a pile of
large glass beads, is that it compacts under vibrations. As shown
in Fig. 2B, Left, the packing fraction of the glass beads sediment,
which right after sedimentation starts from a loose state
(φ= 0.56<φc), progressively increases with the number of taps
to eventually reach a dense state (φ= 0.61>φc). Remarkably,
within this frictional system, very different transient avalanches
are observed, depending on the initial preparation of the sed-
iment (Fig. 2C, Left). For an initial loose packing (0 tap), the
avalanche rapidly flows until its angle relaxes to an angle much
lower than θs (the steady-state avalanche angle measured ear-
lier). Conversely, for an initially compact sediment (120 taps),
one observes a long delay during which the avalanche stays still.
It then slowly flows, relaxing to θs . Such a drastic change in the
avalanche dynamics with the packing of the initial sediment relies
on a well-known pore pressure feedback mechanism (27–29),
which applies only for dilatant (i.e., frictional) systems (23). As
first described by Reynolds (30), deformation of a dense gran-
ular packing of frictional grains requires its dilation. Thus, as
the drum is tilted for the avalanche to flow, the initially compact
sediment must dilate. However, dilation in the presence of an
incompressible interstitial fluid induces a fluid flow: Some fluid
is sucked within the granular network. This fluid flow presses the
grains against each other, thereby enhancing friction. As a result,
for a compact pile of frictional grains, the avalanche is strongly
delayed and then flows slowly, relaxing to θs (28, 31). Con-
versely, a loosely packed granular bed tends to compact when
it deforms. This time, the interstitial fluid is expelled from the
granular packing, thereby resulting in a fluidization of the grains:
The avalanche flows rapidly and relaxes to an angle smaller
than θs .

The compaction and dilatancy effects observed for the large
glass beads are the phenomenological signature of frictional
grains. For frictionless particles, the situation is markedly dif-
ferent because there is only one possible state of compaction
(φc =φrcp) and no dilatancy effects are thus expected under
shear (23). This is precisely what we observe with the shear-
thickening suspension of potato starch particles: Tapping the
settled bed of potato starch particles does not modify its pack-
ing fraction (Fig. 2B, Right) and hardly changes the dynamic
of the transient avalanches that all relax to θs (Fig. 2C, Right).
These experiments again show that, under low confining pres-
sure, potato starch particles behave as if they were frictionless.
Note that the maximum packing fraction of the potato starch par-
ticles, φ= 49%, may seem small. However, this low value can be
explained by the anisotropic shape of the particles and also their
tendency to swell when immersed in water (32).

Tuning Microscopic Friction Using a Model Suspension. We have
shown that potato starch particles immersed in water produce
a shear-thickening rheology and are frictionless under low con-
fining pressure. These results are consistent with the frictional
transition scenario for shear thickening presented in the Intro-
duction (7, 8). They suggest the existence of a short-range repul-
sion force or a microscopic pressure-dependent friction between
the starch particles. However, the origin of this force and more
generally the surface physico-chemistry of starch remain unclear
(6, 33, 34). To vary the interaction force between particles and
investigate the frictional transition within a well-controlled sys-
tem, we turn to a model suspension composed of silica beads
immersed in water (Fig. 3A, Top). We use non-Brownian sil-
ica particles of diameter d = 24µm comparable in size to the
starch particles. When immersed in water, such silica particles
spontaneously develop negative surface charges, which gener-
ates an electrostatic repulsive force between the grains (35–37).
Moreover, this surface charge can easily be screened by dissolv-
ing electrolytes (salt) within the solvent. Increasing the salt con-
centration decreases the range of the repulsive force, i.e., the
Debye length λD (Fig. 3A, Bottom), except at very high molar-
ities not considered here (38). This model system is thus particu-
larly appealing to test the recent frictional transition scenario and
clarify the link between microscopic interactions between parti-
cles, friction, and the suspension macroscopic rheology.

We first use the rotating drum to systematically investigate
steady avalanches, compaction, and dilatancy effects on two
suspensions of silica beads: one with silica beads immersed in
pure water and the second one with the beads immersed in a
solution of water and NaCl with a large concentration of salt
([NaCl] = 0.1 mol·L−1) to fully screen the Debye layer. Here
again inertia is negligible (St∼ 5× 10−3) and the flowing regime
is quasi-static (ω→ 0). As illustrated in Fig. 3 B–D (green data),
in the presence of a large concentration of salt that screens the
repulsive force, the suspension behaves as frictional. The steady-
state avalanche angle is large, θs ' 27.5◦; the packing fraction
of the sediment evolves from a loose packing right after sedi-
mentation to a dense packing after 60 taps; and the dynamics
of the transient avalanche strongly depend on the initial pack-
ing, showing features related to the dilatancy effects discussed
earlier. [The absolute volume fraction is not reported in Fig. 3
because here it depends on the system size. This size effect can
be explained by the large value of the Debye length in pure water
(λD ' 1 µm), which is not negligible relative to the silica particle
diameter (39). Here, particles may be thought of as a hard core
of diameter d surrounded by a soft crust of thickness equal to
the Debye length. The maximum packing of such a system, when
the confining pressure P→ 0, is φmax≈φrcp(1− 3λD/d)≈ 0.48.
However, due to the hydrostatic pressure within the granular bed
that depends on the system size, grains deep in the bed must be
closer to each other than those at the top. The absolute volume
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Fig. 3. Steady avalanches, compaction, and dilatancy effects in suspensions of silica beads in (black) pure water or (green) ionic solution. (A) Picture of the
silica particles and sketch of a silica bead immersed in an ionic solution. Silica particles spontaneously carry negative charges on their surface when immersed
in water. The range of the resulting repulsive force, i.e., the Debye length λD, can be tuned by changing the ionic concentration of the solvent. (B–D) Pile
slope avalanche angle θ vs. time (B), relative packing fraction of the sediment ∆φ=φ(Ntaps)−φ(Ntaps = 0) vs. number of taps (C), and transient avalanche
angle θt vs. time (D) for the silica beads in (green) a sodium chloride solution with [NaCl] = 0.1 mol·L−1 and in (black) pure water.

fraction may thus lie anywhere between the latter value and
0.64 (random close packing), depending on the system size.]
Conversely, the silica beads in pure water behave as frictionless
particles (Fig. 3 B–D, black data). The steady-state avalanche
angle is θs ' 6◦. This value is remarkably close to the quasi-
static macroscopic friction angle obtained numerically for ideal
frictionless spheres θs = 5.76◦± 0.22 (23). Additionally, no com-
paction of the granular bed and no discernable effect of the initial
packing on the transient avalanches are observed. These results
clearly demonstrate that the presence of a short-range repulsive
force can lead under low stress to a frictionless behavior of the
particles.

To further inquire about the microscopic origin of this friction-
less behavior under low stress, we measured the steady avalanche
angle θs as a function of the salt concentration [NaCl]. Fig. 4A
shows that the suspension transits progressively from frictionless
with θs ' 6◦ in pure water to frictional with θs ' 30◦ when the
salt concentration [NaCl] is increased. In addition to this macro-
scopic measurement, we also characterized the particle rough-
ness with an atomic force microscopy (AFM) and found that
the peak roughness of the silica particles is `r = 3.73± 0.80 nm.
Because the Debye length is entirely set by the salt concentra-
tion, λD = 0.304/

√
[NaCl] nm (at T = 25 ◦C) (36), we can plot

the steady avalanche angle θs as a function of `r/λD (Fig. 4A,
Top Inset). Interestingly, the transition from frictionless to fric-
tional occurs for `r/λD ∼ 1. This result strongly supports the idea
that the frictionless state arises from the interparticle repulsive
force caused by the electrostatic double layer. When its range is
smaller than the particle roughness, this force becomes ineffec-
tive to prevent the grains from touching and the system is fric-
tional. According to the scenario described in the Introduction
(7, 8), the frictional transition should occur when the confining
pressure P exerted by the weight of the granular layer equals
the critical pressure Pc that the short-range repulsive forces can
sustain. Assuming that the repulsive force follows an exponential
decay as Frep(z ) =F0 exp(−z/λD) (36), where z is the distance
between the particles surfaces, the critical pressure at contact z =
2`r writes Pc ∼Frep(2`r )/(πd2/4)∼ (4F0/πd

2) exp(−2`r/λD).
Matching it to the confining pressure P ∼ 10φ∆ρgd predicts
a transition when `r/λD ∼−(1/2) log(10πφ∆ρgd3/4F0). Using
F0/d ∼ 1 mN/m as reported for silica surfaces in NaCl elec-
trolytes (35) yields `r/λD ' 1.9, in fair agreement with the tran-
sition observed in Fig. 4A.

Finally, we investigate whether for this model suspension,
the existence of a frictionless state under low confining pres-

sure leads to a shear-thickening rheology and whether the elim-
ination of this state (by screening repulsive forces) restores a
Newtonian behavior. Rheograms of the silica suspensions were
obtained using the configuration sketched in Fig. 4B, Inset.
Because silica particles are denser than the aqueous suspend-
ing fluid, we used a double helix with tilted blades shearing
the entire sample to avoid sedimentation and maintain the
homogeneity of the suspension during the measurement. We
then define an effective viscosity ηeff =αΓ/(2πΩL3) given by
the ratio of the effective stress Γ/L3, where Γ is the torque
and L the helix diameter, to the effective shear rate 2πΩ
given by the revolution speed Ω of the helix. The constant
α' 0.483 is set to ensure that the effective viscosity matches the
actual viscosity for a Newtonian fluid. We performed rheological
measurements on two suspensions of silica particles immersed
in water with a salt concentration [NaCl] = 10−4mol·L−1 and

A B

Fig. 4. Frictional transition in silica suspensions when varying the range of
the repulsive force and link with macroscopic rheology. (A) Steady avalanche
angle θs vs. salt concentration [NaCl]. (A, Top Inset) Steady avalanche angle
θs vs. particle roughness normalized by the Debye length `r/λD. (A, Bot-
tom Inset) AFM scan of a silica particle surface. The peak roughness is
`r = 3.73 ± 0.80 nm. (B) Rheograms of silica bead suspensions obtained for
different volume fractions in solutions of water and NaCl with salt concen-
tration (Top) [NaCl] = 10−4 mol·L−1 and (Bottom) [NaCl] = 0.1 mol·L−1. The
effective viscosity is ηeff =αΓ/(2πΩL3), where Γ is the torque, Ω is the revo-
lution speed, and α' 0.483 is a calibration constant. (B, Inset) Sketch of the
experimental configuration used to obtain the rheograms.
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[NaCl] = 10−1mol·L−1, respectively, i.e., just before and after
the frictional transition observed in Fig. 4A. First, we find that the
suspension that has a frictionless state under low confining pres-
sure displays all of the features of a shear-thickening suspension
(Fig. 4B, Top): Continuous shear thickening is observed at mod-
erate volume fractions, whereas larger volume fractions lead
to a dramatic increase of its effective viscosity (by about four
orders of magnitude). Second, the striking result is that when
the repulsive force is screened, so that no frictionless state exists
under low confining pressure, the same suspension no longer
shear thickens (Fig. 4B, Bottom). These measurements corrob-
orate previous rheological characterizations using Brownian sil-
ica microspheres (17, 40, 41) and confirm the link between
the existence of a repulsive force, friction, and shear-thickening
rheology.

Discussion
In this article we propose a pressure-imposed approach, inspired
from experiments in granular flows, to directly probe the micro-
scopic frictional properties of non-Brownian shear-thickening
suspensions. By systematically investigating steady avalanches,
compaction, and dilatancy effects in rotating drum experiments,
we provide direct proof that shear-thickening suspensions have
a frictionless state under low confining pressure. Unlike New-
tonian suspensions of frictional particles (9, 20, 28, 29), shear-
thickening suspensions under low stress flow with a very small
avalanche angle, do not compact, and show no dilatancy effect.
This phenomenology clearly indicates the absence of friction
between particles (23). Moreover, by using a model suspension
of negatively charged silica beads, we find that lowering the
range of the repulsive force below that of the particle rough-
ness makes the suspension transit from a frictionless to a fric-
tional state. The elimination of this frictionless state under low
confining pressure also suppresses the shear-thickening behavior
of the suspension. These experimental results, by linking micro-
scopic contact physics to the suspension macroscopic rheology,
provide strong evidence that the frictional transition scenario (7,
8) recently proposed to explain shear thickening applies in real
suspensions. For discontinuous shear thickening to occur, the
presence of short-range repulsive forces able to prevent inter-
particle friction at low stress thus seems essential. This picture
contrasts with other models of shear thickening in which ideal-
ized lubrication hydrodynamics (42), confinement effects (43),
particle migration phenomena (44), or inertia (45, 46) were put
forward.

The rotating drum configuration used in our study provides
a simple, yet robust way to characterize interparticle friction
of dense nonbuoyant suspensions. Nevertheless, this configura-
tion also has some limitations. When slowly rotating the drum
filled with a nonbuoyant suspension, the thin flowing layer is on
top of a pile experiencing solid rotation. Particles thus remain
in static contact during long times. For microparticles coated
with polymers, which are often involved in shear thickening,
these enduring contacts may age and lead to cohesion between
grains. In this case, the avalanche angle is no longer constant
(47, 48). In our experiments performed with silica particles, small
adhesive forces may have affected our results as they could for
instance explain the slightly large avalanche angles measured
at high salt concentrations (Figs. 3 and 4). However, the tran-
sition from low to high avalanche angles must be dominated
by frictional effects as (i) the steady avalanche angle saturates
as the salt concentration is increased, (ii) the avalanches have
a constant slope from the top to the bottom of the avalanche
unlike adhesive powders, and (iii) adhesion alone without
friction would not lead to the dilatancy effects observed in
Fig. 3D.

Finally, we emphasize that the rotating drum configuration
gives access to the grains’ frictional properties in the limit of

low confining pressure (P→ 0) and in the quasi-static regime,
i.e., when the viscous number of the suspension J = ηf γ̇/P→ 0.
Interestingly, we were still able to evidence the frictional transi-
tion predicted in the recent model by lowering the critical pres-
sure Pc while the confining pressure P remained fixed (Fig. 4A).
To fully explore the recent models, this transition should also be
addressed by varying P while keeping Pc constant and also by
varying the viscous number J . Recently, promising devices have
been developed, opening the route to pressure-imposed rheom-
etry of dense suspensions, but they are so far limited to the study
of macroscopic particles (9). Extending such pressure-imposed
approaches to suspensions of shear-thickening and colloidal par-
ticles represents a challenging, yet very exciting issue for future
studies.

Materials and Methods
Particles. The grains used in Figs. 1 and 2 (Left) for the Newtonian sus-
pension are large glass beads of diameter d = 487± 72 µm and density
ρp = 2,500 kg·m−3. The grains used in Figs. 1 and 2 (Right) for the shear-
thickening suspension are potato starch particles of major axis d = 25 ±
15 µm and (dry) density ρp = 1,500 kg·m−3. The silica beads used in Figs.
3 and 4 are commercial particles from Microparticles GmbH with diameter
23.46± 1.06 µm and density ρp = 1,850 kg·m−3.

Rotating Drum Experiments. The drum used for the large glass beads (Fig.
1B, Left) has a diameter of 52 mm and a depth of 10 mm with a coars-
ened side wall. It is filled with a mixture of Ucon oil and pure (microfil-
tered) water of viscosity ηf = 57 mPa·s and density ρf = 1,005 kg·m−3. The
drum used for potato starch (Fig. 1B, Right) and silica particles (Figs. 3 and
4) has a diameter of 12 mm and a depth of 3 mm with a coarsened side
wall. It is filled with pure water or sodium chloride solutions. Note that to
avoid aging of the potato starch, the small drum was surrounded by a ther-
mal bath maintaining its temperature at 7 ◦C. The drums were mounted
on a precision rotating stage (M-061PD from PI piezo-nano positioning). To
perform the experiment, the grains were first suspended by rotating the
drum at 90◦· s−1. Then, the rotating speed ω was set to the desired value
and pictures were taken using a Nikon D300S camera. Compaction experi-
ments in Figs. 2 and 3 consisted of dropping a rubber-head hammer on the
drum always from the same height in sequences of 10 taps. Between each
sequence, a waiting time was respected to let the system relax. The relative
variation of the packing fraction ∆φ was inferred by image analysis from
the variation of the area of the granular bed.

Rheological Measurements. The rheograms in Fig. 1 were obtained in the
configuration sketched in Fig. 1A, Inset. To perform rheological measure-
ments with a large gap (5 mm) in a plane–plane geometry, the top plate
(diameter 50 mm) is fully immersed in the suspension, which itself is con-
tained in a cylindrical vessel (diameter 60 mm). In both cases, the particles
were density matched with the suspending fluid to avoid sedimentation.
For the large glass beads, the suspending fluid was a mixture of water
(30% wt), glycerol (13% wt), and sodium polytungstate (57% wt). For the
potato starch, it was a mixture of water (45% wt) and cesium chloride
(55% wt). The viscosity is obtained from increasing and decreasing ramps
of shear rate after a preshear. No migration effects were noticeable. The
rheograms in Fig. 4B were obtained in a different configuration because
the need to control physico-chemistry (salt concentration) does not allow
us to match the suspending fluid density. The configuration, sketched in
Fig. 4B, Inset, uses a double helix with tilted blades of diameter L = 3 cm
shearing the entire sample to maintain the homogeneity of the suspen-
sion during the measurement. The suspension volume fraction is con-
trolled by first letting the particles settle down and adjusting the liq-
uid level at the pile interface, which defined the packing fraction in the
loose state, and then adding a given amount of liquid. For each measure-
ment, the suspension is first thoroughly resuspended at a high rotation
rate (1 rev/s) while vibrating the container to prevent shear thickening (5).
The rotation rate is then set to a given value and the constant torque
is measured before the effect of sedimentation is observed. In all cases,
torques and rotation rates were measured using an Anton-Paar MCR 501
rheometer.
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